We are continually confronted with more visual information than we can process in a given moment. In order to interact effectively with our environment, attentional mechanisms are used to select subsets of environmental properties for enhanced processing. Previous research demonstrated that spatial regions can be selected based on either their low-level feature or high-level semantic properties. However, the efficiency with which we interact with the world suggests that there must be an additional, midlevel, factor constraining effective attentional space. The present study investigates whether object-based attentional selection is one such midlevel factor that constrains visual attention in complex, real-world scenes. Participants viewed scene images while their eye movements were recorded. During viewing, a cue appeared on an object which participants were instructed to fixate. A target then appeared either on the same object as the cue, on a different object, or floating. Participants initiated saccades faster and had shorter response times to targets presented on the same object as the fixated cue. The results strongly suggest that when attending to a location on an object, the entire object benefits perceptually. This object-based effect on the distribution of spatial attention forms a critical link between low-and high-level factors that direct attention efficiently in complex real-world scenes.
There is more visual information available than we are able to process in any single moment. The visual system evolved to overcome this limitation by selectively allocating attention to a subset of spatial locations, features and objects. A central issue in visual cognition, therefore, is to understand this process of selection.
A viewer can allocate attention based on low-level properties, either in a bottom-up (e.g., regions of contrast; Itti & Koch, 2000 Koch & Ullman, 1985; Mannan, Ruddock, & Wooding, 1996 Parkhurst, Law, & Niebur, 2002) or top-down manner (e.g., locate features that correlate with a target template; Bravo & Farid, 2009; Hwang, Higgins, & Pomplun, 2007 Malcolm & Henderson, 2009; Reeder & Peelen, 2013; Zelinsky, 2008) . Attentional allocation can also be based on high-level semantic properties, such as an environment's category (e.g., kitchen, ball park; Castelhano & Heaven, 2010; Eckstein, Drescher, & Shimozaki, 2006; Malcolm & Henderson, 2010; Neider & Zelinsky, 2006) .
However, the dichotomy of low-/high-level properties' effect on attention omits a critical intermediate factor generally disregarded in the scene viewing literature: object representations. This is a critical absence, as there is a well-documented preference to attend to objects over backgrounds when viewing scenes (Einhäuser, Spain, & Perona, 2008; Land, 2009; Sportano, Malcolm, & Tatler, 2014; Yarbus, 1967 ; but see Borji, Sihite, & Itti, 2013) . Because objects are the primary recipients of scene fixations, it is critical to understand how object representations bias attention.
Object representations are formed by conjoining low-level features, such as edges, into bounded surfaces, or objects, that contain a shared space (Cavanagh, 2011; Palmer & Rock, 1994) . Previous research, using simple shape arrays (rectangles, semicircles, crosslike arrangements), has demonstrated that attending to a region within an object facilitates processing of other locations within that object (Egly, Driver, & Rafal, 1994; Hollingworth, MaxceyRichard, & Vecera, 2012; Kanwisher & Driver, 1992; Shomstein, 2012) . This facilitation extends to overt attention with saccades preferentially directed within objects (Theeuwes, Mathôt, & Kingstone, 2010) , sometimes with shorter latencies (McCarley, Kramer, & Peterson, 2002) . This object-based attention is not the result of low-level guidance because object boundaries are not selected due to target resemblance, feature similarity, contrast, or uniqueness. Object-based attention is similarly independent of high-level semantic guidance as it is the object boundaries, rather than its semantic meaning, that determines selection.
Object-based guidance of attention can, however, be pliable. For instance, when predictive factors are present (e.g., biased spatial probability, reward), the object-based effect can be reduced, negated, or even inverted (Lee & Shomstein, 2013; Shomstein & Johnson, 2013; Shomstein & Yantis, 2004; Yeari & Goldsmith, 2010) . This raises the question as to whether object representations affect attention in real-world scenes that are rich with both low-(features) and high-(semantic) level guidance factors, the combination of which accounts for a large proportion of human fixations (Ehinger, Hidalgo-Sotelo, Torralba, & Oliva, 2009; Torralba, Oliva, Castelhano, & Henderson, 2006) . Object-based selection could be a robust, midlevel factor continually operating during scene viewing in spite of rival information, or conversely a default mechanism negated in the presence of ubiquitous, readily available low-and high-level factors. If object representations do bias attentional selection, it would elucidate how real-world scenes are processed and simultaneously provide a critical link between lowand high-level factors that direct attention.
In the present study, we adapted a paradigm used by Theeuwes et al. (2010) and induced participants to make eye movements either within or between objects while viewing real-world scenes. Recording eye-movements allows us to gain access to a finegrained behavioral measure relating to the underlying attentional processes. Observers freely viewed scenes for 3 s before a cue (an apple) appeared positioned on an object (e.g., a table) after which a target object (a lightbulb) appeared on either the same object as the cue (in a different location within the same table), a different object (e.g., on a chair), or floating in space. Participants had to saccade to the target object and perform a discrimination task. By measuring response time (RT) as well as more sensitive eyemovement measures (initial saccade latencies, saccade gain, saccade angular deviation) with 2 ms and 0.25°temporal and spatial resolution, respectively, we can reveal whether intermediate level, object-based representations, constrain attentional selection in real-world scenes. If RTs are faster when targets appear on the same object as the cue compared to those on a different object, it would suggest that object representations guide attentional selection. The floating condition serves as a baseline, allowing for inferences to be made regarding whether same object advantage is due to a facilitation of the attended object (i.e., if the same object condition is faster than the floating condition) or an inhibition of the unattended object (i.e., if the different object condition is slower than the floating condition). We can then probe whether an RT bias is the result of a temporal or spatial facilitation. If attention is biased to the same object region, faster saccade initiations would suggest a temporal facilitation. Similarly, more accurate saccades to the target would suggest a spatial facilitation.
Method Participants
Eighteen participants were recruited from The George Washington University, all with normal or corrected-to-normal vision. As the design of the experiment was counterbalanced in a Latin-square design, a multiple of six participants was required: 3 (Target Location Conditions) ϫ 2 (Lightbulb Directions). All of the experimental procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board of The George Washington University.
Apparatus
Stimuli were presented on a 21-in. ViewSonic G225f CRT monitor (ViewSonic, London, UK) positioned 90 cm from participants (25.5°ϫ 19.1°) with a 140-Hz refresh rate. Participants sat with their head in a chin-rest and made responses using a button box. We recorded eye movements with an SR Research EyeLink 1000 (SR Research; Mississauga, Ontario, Canada) , sampling monocularly at rate of 500 Hz.
Stimuli
Ninety full color scene images (base scenes) from a variety of indoor and outdoor settings were selected from an in-house database as well as Google Images. All scenes contained at least two distinct regions on which an object could be positioned. A second version of every scene, labeled cue scenes, contained an apple positioned on an object using Adobe Photoshop (Photoshop CS, Adobe, California). The size of the apple ranged from 0.5°to 1.5°o f visual angle in width. In a third version of the scenes, the response scene, a target lightbulb was added. Lightbulbs ranged from 0.7°to 1.7°in height, were oriented to the left or right evenly across participants and positioned in one of three locations: (a) on the same object as the apple, (b) on a different object to the apple, or (c) floating (for similar syntactic violations, see Biederman, Mezzanotte, & Rabinowitz, 1982; Võ & Henderson, 2009 ). The lightbulb was positioned equidistant to the apple in all three versions of a response scene (see Figure 1 ). These distances ranged between 2.2°and 9.2°across all 90 scenes. A gray T or L was placed on each lightbulb for discrimination, ensuring that participants fixated the target lightbulb.
Thirty filler scenes were added, which did not include a cue or target. Filler trials ensured that participants remained uncertain as to when a cue would appear. Eight practice scenes were also included at the start of each experiment, six of which included a cue and target (two same object, two different object, and two floating) and two fillers.
Procedure
An initial 9-point calibration and validation test was given to ensure the eye tracker recorded participants' gaze accurately. The This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
eye providing more accurate spatial resolution was then selected for tracking. Eye tracking was monitored throughout the experiment and recalibrated if needed. Participants were informed that they were going to see several scenes and would be asked about them afterward. They were told that on some trials an apple would appear and they were to look directly at it. Once the apple was fixated, a lightbulb would then appear, on which participants were to immediately fixate and perform a target discrimination task with a button press. Participants viewed the block of eight practice trials, followed by the block of 120 scenes (90 experiment and 30 filler scenes, intermixed). Trials in each block appeared in random order. If the trial was a filler, it timed out after 5 s. If the trial was experimental, a base scene appeared for 3 s, allowing participants to explore the scene, before a cue appeared. If the participant was in the middle of a saccade during the 3 s mark, the program waited until the next detected fixation. Once participants fixated the apple continuously for 317 ms, a target placeholder (the lightbulb) appeared in one of the three locations (Figure 2 ). In order to ensure that participants saccaded to the lightbulb, participants were asked to perform a discrimination task on target letters (T/L) that were superimposed onto the lightbulb. If the apple appeared but was not fixated, or if a lightbulb appeared but no response was made, the trial timed out 7 and 13 s after it started, respectively.
Results
Trials in which participants responded incorrectly or where no response was made were removed leaving 93.4% trials for the analysis. Additional trials in which target onset was triggered during a saccade (3.2%) were also removed. The following analyses were run on the remaining trials (90.2%). An initial analysis found that there was no difference in the number of errors made as a function of target location (F Ͻ 1; Table 1 ), indicating that participants were able to perform the task accurately regardless of condition. Data from the three different target location conditions (same object, different object, or floating) were entered into a one-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA).
Response Time (RT)
RTs were measured by subtracting the time of the target onset from the time when the participant responded with a T/L discrimination. This epoch represents an extended duration from when the viewer detected the target through to their response. There was a main effect of target location, F(2, 34) ϭ 17.17, p Ͻ .001, p 2 ϭ .502 (Figure 3) , with significantly faster responses to targets on the same object as the cue than to targets on a different object, t(17) ϭ 5.01, p Ͻ .001, or floating, t(17) ϭ 5.02, p Ͻ .001. There was no difference in latency between different object and floating conditions, t(17) ϭ 1.35, p ϭ .195. This pattern of results strongly suggests that in natural scenes attending to an object also facilitates attending to other regions of that object.
Initial Saccade Latencies (ISL)
ISL was measured by subtracting the time when the target onset from the end of the fixation on the cue, representing the time it took to program and initiate a saccade to the target object. There was a main effect of target location, F(2, 34) ϭ 7.38, p ϭ .002, p 2 ϭ .303 (Figure 3) , with latencies to targets on the same object as the cue significantly faster than latencies to targets on different objects, t(17) ϭ 3.99, p ϭ .001, or floating, t(17) ϭ 2.65, p ϭ .017. There was no difference in latency between different object and floating conditions (t Ͻ 1). The ISL results, like the RT results, therefore show shorter times when targets appear on the same object as the cue. This suggests that when fixating the cued object, viewers simultaneously allocate attention to spatial locations on the same object facilitating eye movements. Both the ISL and the RT measures therefore indicate that object representations within real-world scenes influence attention allocation.
Angular Deviation and Saccade Gain
We investigated whether object-based representations affected spatial allocation by examining angular deviation and saccade gain for the first saccade after target appearance. Angular deviation was calculated by subtracting the angle of the current fixation to the target object from the angle from the current fixation and subsequent fixation. No significant difference was found for the mean angular deviation, or for their standard deviations (Fs Ͻ 1).
Saccade gain was then measured by taking the saccade amplitude and dividing it by the ideal amplitude between the current fixation and the target. No significant difference was found between mean saccade gains, or saccade gain standard deviation (Fs Ͻ 1).
The combined results suggest that the visual system biases attention to regions on the same object, causing faster saccade This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
initiations, but not more accurate saccades. When the target appeared outside the cued object, the saccade initiation is delayed.
Control Experiments
Control experiments were run to rule out several alternative interpretations. First, it could be hypothesized that there are more visual features present between end-points of a different object saccade compared to a same object saccade, leading to longer RTs and ISLs. We therefore conducted a feature congestion analysis. For each scene, regions between the cue and all three target positions were cut out and fed through a feature congestion model (Rosenholtz, Li, & Nakano, 2007) . Each cutout length was determined by the distance between cue and target. The width was determined by taking the maximum distance between the euclidean line between the saccade's start and landing position, and the saccade's curved path for every trial across all participants, then calculating the overall mean and adding three standard deviations. Rounding up to the nearest integer, the result (31 pixels) was then doubled to account for saccades curving in both directions, meaning that all cut outs were 62 pixels (or roughly 2°) in width. The model provides a scalar value representing feature congestion. There was no difference in congestion found between the target location conditions, F(2, 178) ϭ 1.22, p ϭ .30, p 2 ϭ .013, suggesting that the ISL and RT differences were caused by object representations and not feature interference. This fits with previous object-based attention studies using simple object arrays that likewise ruled out feature noise (Behrmann, Zemel, & Mozer, 1998; Iani, Nicoletti, Rubichi, & Umiltà, 2001; McCarley et al., 2002; Moore, Yantis, & Vaughn, 1998) .
A second potential alternative is that same object facilitation was driven by the perceived distance between the objects instead of the Euclidian distance. That is, observers perceive the targets appearing on the same object as closer, while targets that appear on the different object as being further away. While we presented 90 different scenes, and the natural variability in the stimulus should average out any apparent distance differences, this factor was not controlled. In order to rule out this possibility, a follow up experiment was run. The same paradigm was used except participants now fixated a cue for 196 ms (approximating the initial saccade latency found in the different object condition) before two target lightbulbs appeared simultaneously: one on the same surface and the other on the different surface. The screen was then masked. Participants had to indicate which target they thought was closer. If perceived distance was driving our effect, then we should find that participants chose the target on the same surface as being closer at a significantly greater than 50% rate. However, results from this control experiment showed that participants indicated that same object targets were closer at a rate of 52.9% (median, 48%; standard deviation, 13%). A one-sample Wilcoxon signed-ranks This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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test indicated that this rate was not significantly different from 50% (p ϭ .572). A third potential alternative interpretation is that the differences between conditions were a byproduct of saccade's twodimensional direction. Saccade latencies show a vertical asymmetry with upward eye movements having shorter latencies during prosaccade tasks (Goldring & Fischer, 1997; Honda & Findlay, 1992) and free-viewing (Tatler & Vincent, 2008) . Given that cue-target direction was not controlled in our stimuli, we conducted a control experiment. The experimental procedure was the same, except that (a) only same and different object conditions were used, and (b) a gray screen was used instead of a scene background (i.e., background scenes were removed, preserving absolute locations of targets relative to the cue). This isolated the contribution of object representations while maintaining saccade direction. The results from the same and different object conditions for both the gray-screen and scene experiments were compared in a mixed ANOVA.
For RT, there was a main effect of target location, F(1, 40) ϭ 10.89, p ϭ .002, p 2 ϭ .214, and, importantly, an interaction between target location and experiment, F(1, 40) ϭ 7.92, p ϭ .008, p 2 ϭ .165. This was due to a greater difference between same and different object RTs when the stimuli contained a scene (46.4 ms) as compared to a gray image (3.7 ms). No difference in RT was found between conditions in the control experiment (t Ͻ 1, Figure 3 ).
For ISL, there was a main effect of target location, F(1, 40) ϭ 24.47, p Ͻ .001, p 2 ϭ .380, and also an interaction between target location and experiment, F(1, 40) ϭ 4.30, p ϭ .045, p 2 ϭ .097. This was due to a greater difference between same and different object ISLs when the stimuli contained a scene (16.9 ms) as compared to a gray background (6.9 ms). Within the control experiment, just as in the main experiment, ISLs were shorter in the same condition, t(23) ϭ 2.6, p ϭ .018, suggesting that there was indeed some underlying directional asymmetry in the cuetarget directions. Importantly, the presence of a significant interaction provides strong corroborative evidence for the conclusion that object representations guide attentional selection in naturalistic scenes above and beyond saccade directional asymmetries.
General Discussion
In the present set of experiments, we demonstrate that in realworld scenes, when fixating a location on an object, the entire object is selected for attentional processing. This conclusion is evidenced by facilitated responses (RTs and saccade latencies) to targets appearing on the same object as the cue and corresponds with accumulating evidence demonstrating that object representations constrain both covert (Egly et al., 1994; Hollingworth et al., 2012; Kanwisher & Driver, 1992; Shomstein, 2012; Shomstein & Yantis, 2002) and overt attentional guidance (McCarley et al., 2002; Theeuwes et al., 2010) . Our results are consistent with literature showing a bias, in simple geometric displays, to select the item within the same object as the current fixation.
More critically, the results strongly suggest that object-based attention is a robust, midlevel factor that continually operates during scene viewing despite the presence of other, readily available, low-and high-level factors. When viewing a complex realworld scene, the visual system parses objects from the background and uses these intermediate-level representations to constrain attentional allocation. In other words, if attention is directed toward a particular object (e.g., a cup on a table), regions on the same object are facilitated over equidistant regions on other objects. Importantly, the use of intermediate-level representations serves to facilitate attended objects (rather than inhibiting unattended objects), as evidenced by the lack of difference between the different object and baseline floating condition.
The difference in initial saccade latency could have resulted from object representations affecting covert attentional deployment. Previous studies investigating object-based eye movements in simplistic geometric arrays found differing saccade latency results. While both McCarley et al. (2002) and Theeuwes et al. (2010) found a bias to select items within the same object as the current fixation, only McCarley and colleagues found a saccade latency difference. However, McCarley and colleagues used relatively large target and distractor items allowing covert attention to facilitate extrafoveal processing of the invalid locations prior to the execution of a saccade. Theeuwes et al. (2010) , meanwhile, removed attentional preview by making all target and distractor items small enough such that they needed to be fixated. In this case, there was no difference in the time to initiate a saccade across conditions. In the current study, participants held fixation for 317 ms while waiting for the target's appearance, allowing covert attention to prioritize regions in space, particularly the surface the cue was resting on, prior to a saccade execution. The observed initial saccade latency difference thus suggests that object-based attention is a robust, midlevel factor affecting the distribution of covert attention, despite the ubiquitous presence of low-and highlevel factors within scenes.
The lack of difference between the different object and floating conditions, coupled with the faster times in the same object condition, suggests that object representations facilitate attentional biasing rather than inhibit different object locations. The similar RTs and initial saccade latencies between the different object and floating conditions may seems surprising as, intuitively, an object is more likely to appear on a surface than floating unsupported. However, previous research has demonstrated that such syntactic violations (Biederman et al., 1982) do not bias attention until after they have been fixated (Võ & Henderson, 2009) , suggesting that attention bias extends to regions within a fixated object, but that object-based attention treats locations outside of the object relatively equally.
It is conceivable that, because objects are correlated with visual features, attention was actually guided by consistent low-level properties within the object rather than the midlevel representation of an object itself. While this cannot be formally ruled out in the current study, the absence of a feature congestion difference across conditions reduces this concern. Additionally, the current pattern of results are similar to those using the classic two-rectangle paradigm (and other paradigms used to elicit object-based effects) in which both objects are identical (e.g., both red, both gray), and thus, both the same and different object locations contain the same features.
The current results have important implications for our understanding of attentional guidance in real-world scenes. In order to direct attention efficiently, it would seem reasonable that the visual system utilizes all available factors for the purpose of selection (Ehinger et al., 2009; Torralba et al., 2006) . For example, scene This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
context directs attention to likely global regions (Eckstein et al., 2006; Malcolm & Henderson, 2010; Neider & Zelinsky, 2006) and low-level features can select local regions (Malcolm & Henderson, 2009; Sportano et al., 2014) . Here, we show that object representations provide an intermediate factor, outside of feature and semantic properties, which help direct attention efficiently. There are several important follow-up questions. For one, object boundaries affect initial fixation landing sites on an object (Foulsham & Kingstone, 2013; Nuthmann & Henderson, 2010; Pajak & Nuthmann, 2013) as well as the spatial gradient in the surround (Kravitz & Behrmann, 2008) . Whether these factors affect object-based guidance in real-world scenes remains to be determined. Second, how midlevel object representations interact with low-and high-level factors that are present in the attended and surrounding objects, as well as in the surrounding scene, has yet to be elucidated. For instance, if a nearby object has similar visual qualities (e.g., two oak tables next to each other) this could reduce the object-based effect (see Kravitz & Behrmann, 2011; Shomstein & Behrmann, 2008 ), compared to a situation with two visually different objects (e.g., an oak and a stainless steel table). Or perhaps an object pair's high-level semantic meaning affects the distribution of attention between objects (e.g., a desk and a chair, compared to a chair and a cooler). By understanding lowand high-level information affect object representations, future research can continue to refine and develop real-world attentional models.
